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About This Game

This is a game in genre "Hidden Objects".The story begins and you go in search of parts of the artifact in various parts of the
world to find the hidden and find out the secret. You expect dozens of locations, hundreds of items, and many hours fastened by

the plot of the gameplay. An unusual alternation of the list of items to be searched for - text or a figure - will not let you get
bored either. Control of the game is a classic mouse. There is the possibility of using hints.A lot of gameplay hours included.

Enjoy!
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This is an ok arcade flight sim. A little choppy but workable frame rates. It will do until someone makes a decent flight sim
again.. Game is fun but the controls are a flipping nightmare. Nearly impossible to target specific enemies in the heat of battle.
Easy to get stuck on terrain. Sometimes you get stuck in corners of walls because you ran at something at an angle. I found my
character would way to often do something I wasn't expecting them to do. For a game mostly about combat, I found myself
battling the controls more then I battled the enemy. Don't pay much or don't bother since if you like me you will give up because
the game stops being fun after a few hours and instead becomes rage inducing.. Nice little game and quite addictive. Its no pay
to win since you can get to heroic (above rank 1) if you have the skill. The story mode from one point on moves very slow (30+
wins to move one step). Recommended.. Here are my two cents about this game, it starts out great as a mix between early Wario
titles on gameboy, Knytt series and Chip's challenge, not sure if a lot of people played it, but you can throw Nub's Adventure
style wise into the list too.
It doesn't take long to be dragged into this strange world, where puzzles are part of everything including gameplay, story,
characters.. the world itself.

-Story- 7\/10

Unfortunately despite how much I liked the concept, it doesn't explain much or work well towards giving you more sensical
clues about what is going on, a lot of npcs you find have only few dialog lines, upon completing a big chunk of puzzles and
challenges sometimes you feel like going back to the hub area and finding something new, some kind of subtle rewards for your
exploration and adventures. But everything stays the same. You can listen to the tracks that you found, or speak to the npcs that
you rescued, they will stay in their tiny rooms, and it can be a bit frustrating to visit the new rooms upon each new rescue,
because it won't show which rooms you already visited and their door portals have identical indications. Even though the
interaction with these npcs is pointless, you still feel like you want to get some kind of reward for your troubles, and tick those
boxes. Story wise it really got me excited but unfortunately I felt like it gassed out by the end. I personally wasn't satisfied with
the endings that I got. I understand the idea behind interpreting things, but I didn't get enough material to work with. But I can
give a big plus for all those moments where Ruby and Majesty interacted with each other, it was a nice touch to keep things
fresh and had a nice charm to it. I don't know what was the vision and philosophy behind how the story should be delivered to
the player, but it left me disappointed. Sorry.

-Gameplay- 9.5\/10
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It's the part where I think the game shines the most, it's satisfying and always keeps you interested to carry on. Puzzles are clever
and well designed, collectables gives you an extra challenge and I love the experimentation with the ''Puzzlevania'' genre, which
is a massive niche to my knowledge and a much needed concept. The game features a world map, and upon finding treasures it
will expand more and more. Apart from riddles, you will also have to dodge projectiles, trick enemies and avoid all kind of
nasties. My only complain is that I find the bat's hitboxes confusing. Quite often I got into the situation where the sprite is
clearly on the object, but it didn't count that the button was pressed or I hit the trap that I felt was further away.

-Art- 8\/10

It's stylish and minimalistic, color palette stays more towards black and white with the mix of neon colors. The game has a nice
feature to change window borders with a different graphic or color, it's a very nice detail! Each world that you visit has it's own
theme and unique decorative features. Regarding animation everything is on point too.

-Music- 9\/10

Catchy, fitting and melodic. I loved it, it feels uplifting and sometimes trippy. I got strange nostalgic vibes about old flash games
from Newgrounds or Kongregate, as if someone made a fully fleshed out game out of those tiny experimental gems.
Also you can find and unlock new tracks throughout your journey and check them out later at the hub area. I liked it, it's a good
method to squeeze more use from music.

-Verdict- 8\/10

I see lots of potential in this title, it's unique, fun and there is lots of space for improvement. The developer is very active, when
it comes to communication and fixing bugs, my complains may sound like I'm nitpicking but it's something that I wish to be
taken into consideration in the future. I hope to see some more post-launch support and content, and I wish it would sell well and
get the recognition it truly deserves. The price may be debatable, but you can feel how much love and effort was put into this,
it's really worth it, considering the life of a solo developer is not an easy challenge. I'm really excited to see how this project will
evolve further. I wish best of luck!. Mixed feelings about this Bus DLC. The buses are Manual which I like, I bought the gear
shifter for my G29 and these buses give me a chance to use it in OMSI(other manual buses are available). The setup takes a
while to get used to, the Ibis is controlled by a entering the line and route info on a cassette tap and inserting it into the cassette
player which is different. I couldn't get the sign on the front of the bus show the destination but once you enter the info with the
menu the people get on the bus. The ticket machine is usually that you have a drawer full of coins rather than a coin dispenser.
Overall I do like driving the bus and it on of the most unique bus options, just takes a while to understand how to work
everything.. It´s a interesting 2D game :))..my first indie game :)). The game is pretty nice, but it lacks population.. Does not
work,I cant join friend and he cant join me. air conflicts vietnam will not play and it;s a steam game it starts and then stops there
is money in cold blood how do I tell steam god knows. It is beast mode get it \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 free!!!!
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Played for 17 minutes and it got repetitive. You can find a lot of free flash games online that are a lot better than this.. Really
good offroad-racer with many big maps and cars and competitions, perfect to hear music while playing, decent difficulty, very
good controls and handling of the vehicles, graphics are pretty as well, huge amount of content for little money,
recommendation!. It's a pretty good laugh but i can't get through the memory puzzle which sucks.. Thumb up: Good fun for the
bucks, especially now(Winter Sale) with the Battlevoid Bundle selling at 2.77 EU(!). I got what I paid for, even with the day 1
purchase.
Pros:
 - light space RTS-like
 - Random events could turn the tide
 - it's OK to loose a fight/retreat, see above
 - Challenging, see above
 - But I must save the world! (oops, that sector of the Galaxy) (done)
Cons:
 - A bit _repeatative_, despite random events.
. It is a nice interactive game with high level thinking. A nice time passing game.. This game does not work for windows 10. It's
a shame, it was a pretty dope game. Short, sweet, to the point and nicely made. The only minor complaint I have is that
sometimes the sound effects stack and the resulting noise is slightly painful. IT DOSN'T WORK!!!!

Why release a something when you can't do anything...?
. A good game. A really good rpg.. but sometimes I could use a hint to find the quest area...
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